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Abstract

Reversible logic has recently gained a remarkable interest due to its information

lossless property, which minimizes power dissipation in the circuit. Further-

more, with their natural reversibility, quantum computations can profit from

the advances in reversible logic synthesis, as the latter can be easily applied to

map practical logic designs to quantum architectures. Although numerous al-

gorithms have been proposed to synthesize reversible circuits with low cost, the

increasing demands for scalable synthesis techniques represent a serious barrier

in the synthesis process. Furthermore, the enhanced reliability of the synthe-

sized circuits comes at the cost of redundancy in the quantum architecture of

the gates composing that circuit, which increases the overall manufacturing cost

for fault-tolerant circuits. Binary Decision Diagram (BDD) based synthesis has

demonstrated a great evidence in reversible logic synthesis, due to its scalability

in synthesizing complex circuits within a reasonable time. However, the cost of

the synthesized circuit is roughly correlated to its corresponding BDD size. In

this paper, we propose a fast reversible circuit synthesis methodology driven by

a BDD-reordering optimization engine implemented by recent meta-heuristic

optimization algorithms. Experimental results show that Genetic Algorithm

(GA) based reordering supported with Alternating Crossover (AX) and swap

mutation outperforms others as it is the least destructive for low-cost BDDs

during the optimization recipe.
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1. Introduction

With traditional irreversible logic, each bit loss results in energy dissipation

regardless to the underlying transistor technology. Since millions of operations

are executed in matter of seconds to meet the high performance computing

demands, excessive energy dissipation is expected, which badly impacts the re-5

liability of the chip [1].

With the continuous progress in fabrication process, the practical applica-

tion of quantum computers has become a tangible prospect. With their multiple

states representation using qubits, quantum circuits enable enormous speedup

in computations. However, traditional synthesis approaches are not feasible to10

be applied for mapping logic designs into quantum architectures [2].

To keep pace with the advances in the fabrication process towards quantum

computing alongside with low power computations, reversible logic proposes a

promising direction in this manner. First of all, reversible logic imposes a bi-

jective mapping between input and output combinations. Thus, theoretically15

there is no energy dissipation with such a one-to-one mapping. Furthermore,

quantum circuits are inherently reversible, therefore, employing the advances of

reversible computations in the field of quantum computing makes a significant

step ahead in the emerging process towards quantum computers [3].

Synthesizing reversible circuits requires re-developing the synthesis approaches20

of traditional irreversible circuits. This is caused by the limitations imposed to

achieve the desired one-to-one mapping in the resultant circuit. Accordingly, the

number of input vectors should equal the number of output vectors. This means,

additional inputs and/or outputs might be added to preserve the reversibility of

the circuit [1][4]. In addition, feedback and fan-out paths are prohibited in re-25

versible circuits. Consequently, a reversible circuit should be composed of gates

that satisfy those requirements. Such gates are known as reversible gates whose
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proper cascading forms the desired reversible circuitry. Examples of such gates

are: NOT, CNOT, Toffoli, and Fredkin gates [5]. Fig. 1 illustrates a reversible

circuit that is constructed using one Toffoli gate and 6 CNOT gates.30

Fig. 1: A reversible circuit that consists of one Toffoli gate and 6 CNOT gates with two

additional constant inputs.

A reversible circuit has to be designed with low cost when later mapped to

a quantum circuit. The number of elementary quantum gates that compose a

quantum circuit is known as the Quantum Cost (QC). This metric should be

minimized. In fault-tolerant quantum computing, the enhanced reliability of the35

circuits to be synthesized is achieved at the cost of redundancy in the quantum

architecture of those circuits. In particular, each Toffoli gate is decomposed

into many fault-tolerant T gates to increase the circuit reliability. Therefore, in

fault tolerant computing, the cost of reversible circuits is evaluated in terms of

the number of Toffoli gates whose high values indicate a higher manufacturing40

cost of the circuit [6][7]. Therefore, the number of those high-cost Toffoli gates

in the synthesized circuit should be minimized while preserving the required

reliability of the circuit. Synthesis time forms another crucial cost metric that

should be minimized as well. The synthesis time becomes a serious concern

when repeatedly synthesizing large-scale circuits within the optimization recipe45

[8][9].

Enormous effort is evident in the literature to develop algorithms for re-
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versible logic synthesis for a given Boolean function, such as as Transformation

Based Synthesis (TBS), Add-Invert Graphs (AIGs), and Lookup Table (LUT)

based algorithms. Both exact and heuristic based approaches have been ex-50

ploited in this manner to find the proper network of reversible gates that form

the required circuitry [10][11][12]. However, to keep pace with the advances in

the fabrication process, scalabable and fast synthesis algorithms are required.

As a compact canonical representation of Boolean functions, Binary Deci-

sion Diagrams (BDDs) have been widely used in the synthesis, optimization, and55

equivalence checking for both combinational and sequential circuits. BDDs have

been adopted as well in network reliability analysis for large networks through

heuristically ordering network components, constructing equivalent BDD for the

resultant probabilistic graph, and then evaluating the generated BDD to obtain

the network reliability [13][14]. In the field of repairable systems, BDDs have60

been employed in reliability analysis through representing the system compo-

nents into a Boolean function, whose companion BDD is then utilized to calcu-

late the total Mean Failures Frequency (MFF) of the system [15]. In addition,

when a system state is represented in terms of the states of its components,

i.e., Boolean variables, BDDs are exploited to analyze the influence of variable65

changes on the system reliability, instead of using logical differential calculus

whose complexity abruptly increases for large-dimensional systems [16]. An-

other application of BDDs in reliability analysis is to construct Fault Trees

(FTs) for logic circuits with substantial saving of computational complexity in

terms of memory and space. This turns out into faster estimation for the entire70

system reliability [17][18].

BDDs have demonstrated great evidence in the synthesis of reversible cir-

cuits [19]. In BDD-based synthesis for reversible circuits, a predefined lookup

table is constructed in an early stage. Thereafter, the BDD for the function to

be realized is constructed. Each node in the BDD is then mapped into a cascade75

of Toffoli gates following the pre-constructed lookup table. Therefore, the size

of the resultant circuit is bounded by the BDD size which can be effectively

reduced using BDD reordering algorithms combined with BDD reduction rules
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[20].

Finding the optimal order of variables in a BDD that results in the least80

size is NP complete problem [21]. Several algorithms have been proposed to

solve this problem such as: Satisfiability Solver (SAT) based [22], sifting al-

gorithm [23], exact algorithm [24], and meta-heuristic based algorithms such

as evolutionary algorithms [25] and swarm based optimization algorithms [26].

However, the increased complexity in the functions to be synthesized increases85

the demands for better exploration and exploitation techniques when searching

for the near-optimal order of the variables in the BDD. Therefore, exploiting re-

cent swarm and Genetic Algorithm (GA) operators in BDD reordering problem

is expected to reduce the resultant BDD size, and thus, reducing the overall QC

of the output circuit. Similarly, in fault-tolerant quantum computing, reducing90

the size of the BDD is expected to reduce the number of Toffoli gates, when

each BDD node is mapped into a cascade of Toffoli gates, and thus, reducing

the manufacturing cost of such reliable reversible circuits.

In this paper, we propose a fast BDD-based reversible circuit synthesis

methodology driven by a BDD-reordering optimization engine implemented us-95

ing both recent swarm algorithms and GA algorithm supported with effective

crossover/mutation operators. To speedup the synthesis time, the proposed al-

gorithm uses the BDD size as an evaluation criterion in the optimization recipe

in accordance with a linearized relationship between the QC and the BDD size.

Our contributions are summarized as follows:100

• We propose a fast BDD-based synthesis algorithm for reversible circuits

driven by a BDD-reordering optimization engine under the guidance of

BDD size as an evaluation metric in the proposed algorithm.

• We integrate recent swarm optimization algorithms into the BDD-reordering

optimizer. This includes: Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), Cuckoo105

Search (CS), Firefly Algorithm (FFA), Grey Wolf Optimization (GWO),

Moth Flame Optimization (MFO), Bat Algorithm (BAT), Salp Swarm

Algorithm (SSA), and Whale Optimization Algorithm (WOA).
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• We integrate Genetic Algorithm (GA) supported with recent effective

crossover/mutation operators into the BDD-reordering optimization en-110

gine. This includes: Ordered Crossover (OX), Partially Mapped Crossover

(PMX), Cycle Crossover (CX), Alternating Crossover (AX), shuffle, invert,

and swap mutations.

• We evaluate the different algorithms when integrated with our proposed

optimization engine in terms of the size of the resultant BDD. This eval-115

uation has been done on the public benchmarks.

It is worth to mention that the proposed methodology for BDD reordering can be

easily extended for other applications in reliability analysis. For example, when

BDD is employed for network reliability analysis as published in [13], the smaller

the BDD size, the faster evaluation model to calculate the network reliability.120

Similarly, when BDD is constructed for computing a system availability as in

[15][16], the smaller BDD size, the less computations to be performed, and thus,

the faster reliability estimation.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Related work is presented

in Section II. Section III presents problem formulation and evaluation metrics.125

Reversible circuit synthesis flow and the proposed optimization methodology

are presented in Section IV. Experimental results are presented in Section V

and Section VI concludes this paper.

2. Previous Work

The literature contains a set of algorithms that have been proposed to opti-130

mize synthesis of reversible circuits including but not limited to: exact synthesis,

Transformation Based Synthesis (TBS) [11], and Boolean Satisfiability Solver

(SAT) based synthesis. However, these algorithms suffer from the slow conver-

gence especially when complex and big size circuits have to be synthesized.

Heuristic algorithms have been well exploited to converge for a near-optimal135

reversible circuits synthesis. As an example, Particle Swarm Optimization and
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Genetic Algorithm have been found to output satisfactory reversible circuits syn-

thesis as published in [27, 28]. However, these algorithms might slowly converge

for small-scale circuits and they need to be integrated with other algorithms

that work as local search in order to output low cost circuits within a reason-140

able time. [22].

Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs) have been exploited as well in the con-

struction of reversible circuits. The function to be synthesized is represented

using BDD whose nodes are then converted to their equivalent reversible gates.

This approach has provided an opportunity to synthesize low cost reversible cir-145

cuits especially after applying the BDD reduction rules in order to minimize the

number of reversible gates and hence decrease the total Quantum Cost (QC) for

those output reversible circuits [1][29]. In this manner, the algorithm presented

in [20] proposes a well modified version of mapping based synthesis, while the

paths of BDD were used to synthesis the reversible circuits instead of using the150

corresponding truth table. The work presented in [30] is related to synthesizing

huge circuits that are composed of more than a hundred of variables for their

Boolean functions. The authors of the work presented a technique that utilizes

BDDs to synthesis reversible circuits. It has been found that there is a relation

between BDD size and the number of reversible gates of the synthesized circuit.155

This allows to transfer theoretical results known from BDDs to reversible cir-

cuits.

The cost of the synthesized reversible circuity is influenced by the BDD size

that is related directly to the order of variables in the BDD. Several greedy

algorithms have been proposed to reorder the BDD nodes as a try to minimize160

its size and hence minimize the resultant reversible circuit. Sifting and Win-

dowing algorithms are two examples for such greedy algorithms [23]. Other

algorithms were invented based on dynamic programming [24], while others are

heuristic-based ones such as Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Simulated Anneal-

ing (SA) algorithms. However, heuristic algorithms have been considered good165

choices to deal with such an NP-complete problem. [31][25].

Different techniques related to GA are also used in reordering of BDD nodes.
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The work presented in [32] examined genetic algorithm with three crossover op-

erators: order, cycle and partially mapped. The algorithm has been proposed

for shared ordered BDDs minimization. The results of the work have been170

compared taking into account the three mentioned operators and tested for

Multi-input Adder Benchmark circuits. However, integrating other operators is

required to keep pace with the increased complexity in the Boolean functions

to be synthesized.

Ordered Binary Decision Diagrams (OBDDs) were the base for the work pre-175

sented in [33]. Authors discussed an approach for the optimization of OBDDs

based on GA. They considered completely specified Boolean Functions (BFs).

Their method is based on executing a specific reordering heuristics and combine

them with principles of genetic algorithms as a try to determine the good re-

ordering of variables. However, the population has been considered to be small180

in this algorithm while advanced complex functions might include hundreds of

variables to be reordered during BDD construction. In addition, the synthe-

sis of reversible circuits might require dealing with partially specified Boolean

functions that should be embedded with a reversible circuit.

The work presented in [34] is related to GA application to synthesizing large-185

scale reversible circuits based on Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSP). Au-

thors of the work were concerned in finding a set of optimal solutions considering

minimizing the costs of synthesized circuits within a huge solutions space. The

work was related to investigate and examine 3 searching algorithms: Random,

Tabu and Genetic algorithms. The investigation process was based on a criterion190

to compare the three algorithms depending on the QCs that were represented

by the number of reversible gates for the synthesised reversible circuits.

Authors of the work presented in [35] studied a set of optimization algo-

rithms that are based on swarm intelligence. Authors discovered that there

have been some distinguishable advantages over traditional approaches when195

optimization is used. Their analysis of the used algorithms focused on the way

the algorithms achieve exploration and exploitation as well as the basic com-

ponents of evolutionary operators like crossover, mutation and the selection of
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the most suitable genes. However, despite the achievement gained, these recent

algorithms have not been exploited in the process of BDD reordering of nodes.200

As an extension of BDDs, Quantum Multiple-Valued Decision Diagrams

(QMDDs) have been proposed to synthesize quantum circuits in Multi-Valued

Logic (MVL) with exploiting the quantum phonemena, such as quantum su-

perposition and and quantum entanglement [36][37]. Therefore, QMDDs have

r2 transition edges instead of two possible edges in the classical BDDs, where205

r represents the radix of the multi-valued logic being represented. This aims

to tackle the limitation of the binary data amount that can be transferred in

the circuit. In this manner, sifting algorithm with some other heuristics have

been employed to reorder the nodes of the QMDD such that its companion size

is minimized, which turns out into reducing the cost of the synthesized circuit210

[38]. However, modern meta-heuristic algorithms have not been integrated and

only small-scale benchmarks have been tested.

In the work published in [9] a comparative study is conducted between differ-

ent BDD reordering algorithms in terms of their impact on the cost of the synthe-

sized reversible circuits. This includes comparing: sifting algorithm, windowing,215

exact algorithm, simulated annealing, and GA algorithm with exploiting sev-

eral crossover, mutation, and selection operators. However, this work does not

consider recent operators in GA including Alternating Crossover (AX), swap

mutation, and shuffle mutation. Moreover, the proposed methodology deals

with the problem in the discrete domain while recent swarm optimization algo-220

rithms (working in the continuous domain) have not been considered. Therefore,

in this paper, a methodology is proposed to allow employing continuous domain

operators through proper discretization of a vector of real numbers to be ap-

plied onto BDD reordering problem. This includes recent swarm optimization

algorithms.225

This work is an extension for the work published in [26]. While the work pub-

lished in [26] considers only swarm optimizers, this work effectively conducts a

comparison between GA (supported with recent mutation/crossover operators)

and swarm optimizers in terms of the resultant BDD size. In addition, large
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Fig. 2: A 3× 3 Toffloli gate quantum circuit with a QC equals to 5.

size benchmarks are considered in the evaluation in this work.230

3. Preliminary Terminologies

In the following, we briefly describe the basic terminologies and concepts with

respect to synthesis of reversible circuits as well as the cost metric formulations.

3.1. Terminology of Reversible Logic

A reversible gate g with n× n inputs/outputs links can be used to realize a235

reversible mapping (function) f : Bn → Bn such that B ∈ {0, 1}, so that the

mapping done by the funciton f is bijective between the n-bit input and output

vectors.

Depending on the previous definition for a reversible gate, a reversible circuit

G = (g0, g1, · · · , gm−1) can be defined as a sequence of reversible gates that240

reflects a reversible Boolean function.

3.2. Cost Metrics of Reversible Logic

The elementary quantum operations needed to realize a reversible gate can

be used to compute the reversible gate Quantum Cost (QC). Eq.(1) is used to

compute the QC for Toffoli reversible gate g with C control lines [39]. Fig. 2245

represents the quantum circuit realizations for a 3×3 Toffloli gate (equals to 5).

The summation for the QC for all reversible gates that compose the reversible

circuit is the total QC for that reversible circuit[1].

QC(g) = 2C+1 − 3 (1)
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For reversible circuit reliability, many T gates are required in the form of

Toffoli gates to maximize the reliability the circuit, which in turn, increases the250

cost for each Toffoli gate. Therefore, the more Toffoli gates cascaded together

to form the circuit, the higher manufacturing cost of the circuit. Consequently,

in fault-tolerant quantum computing, the number of Toffoli gates, denoted by

TOF#(G), of a reversible circuit G defines its cost.

3.3. Terminology of Binary Decision Diagram (BDD)255

A BDD is defined as a directed acyclic graph G(V,E) where a given node

v ∈ V is either a non-terminal (internal) or terminal (leaf) node. Each terminal

node has the value of either 0 or 1 with no outgoing edges. Whereas, a non-

terminal node is augmented by one of the input variables of the Boolean function

being represented, where Shannon decomposition is applied according to Eq. (2),260

where xi represents an input variable, f represents the Boolean function being

represented by the given BDD, fxi represents the function f when xi = 1

(positive cofactor), and fx̄i represents the function f when xi = 0 (negative

cofactor).

f = x̄ifx̄i + xifxi (2)

To clarify the idea of Shannon decomposition, Fig. 3 below illustrates the265

idea by a sample function f = x1⊕x2 ·x3, where the XOR operation is denoted

by ⊕.

Each BDD has its own size that is represented by the number of internal

nodes (non-terminal ones) it contains. A sample BDD in Fig. 3 has a size of

5. However, a set of well known reduction rules (shared nodes, complemented270

edges, and nodes reordering) can be applied on a BDD to reduce its size without

impacting its reliability for the Boolean function it represents. Changing the

order of variables for a Boolean function leads to a change in the construction

of the corresponding BDD and hence a change in its size. Due to this, several

researches were conducted with a common interest in reordering the variables of275

the Boolean functions. To illustrate the idea, take the function f = x1 ·x2 +x3 ·
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Fig. 3: BDD representation of the Boolean function f = x1 ⊕ x2 · x3 [1].

x4+· · ·+xn−1 ·xn as an example with its companion BDD represented in Fig. 4-a

that depicts the BDD representation of the function f with a size complexity of

O(n). However, Fig. 4-b represents another BDD for the same function f with a

different nodes order, in which the size complexity is O(2n) [40]. This example280

assures the fact that changing the order of a Boolean function variables that is

reflected on changing the position BDD nodes, leads to different realizations of

the result reversible circuits with different costs. This makes it worthy to work

around searching for the minimal BDD sizes in order to have minimal cost for

the synthesized reversible circuits.285

3.4. Mathematical Formulation for Reversible Circuit Synthesis Problem

Starting from a Boolean function f , the main goal is to find correct realiza-

tion for the Boolean function represented by a reversible circuit G with a low

cost and within an acceptable synthesis time. Eq.(3) formulates this optimiza-

tion problem with the existence of the two constraints represented by both the290

Cost ζ(G) and synthesis (realization) time τ that is limited with a predefined
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Fig. 4: The boolean function f = x1 ·x2 +x3 ·x4 + · · ·+xn−1.xn is represented by two BDDs

with two different node orders: (a) Size complexity of O(n). (b) Size complexity of O(2n) [40]

upper bound τU for the Boolean function f(X) where X = x1, x2, · · · , xn.

minimize
G

ζ(G)

subject to

G realizes f(X)

τ ≤ τU

(3)

The cost of a reversible circuit G, denoted by ζ(G), equals to QC(G) for the

circuit in general. However, for reliability analysis and fault-tolerant quantum

circuits, ζ(G) = TOF#(G), where TOF#(G) represents the number of Toffoli295

gates composing circuit G.

Starting from the BDD (that represents a given Boolean function), the re-

alization process of the corresponding reversible circuit is the sequential substi-
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tution of each node in the BDD to its mapped reversible Toffoli gates. Due to

the direct 1-1 mapping between each node in the BDD and its corresponding300

cascade of reversible gates, it is possible to evaluate the cost of a circuit in terms

of the BDD size as a consequence of: (1) The linear relationship between the

BDD size and the number of Toffoli gates (2) A potential for a relationship

between the BDD size and the QC of the circuit. While the first reason is in-

tuitive, the second requires investigation. To show this relation, we used a set305

of benchmarks (Boolean functions) to compute the QC of the synthesized re-

versible circuits as well as the sizes of the BDDs for these benchmarks. Results

of this test are depicted in Fig. 5 which discloses a strong linear and correlated

relationship between QC and BDD size with a correlation coefficient equals to

0.985. Due to this, one can depend on the BDD size as an evaluation criterion310

for the problem of synthesis optimization.

Fig. 5: The linear relation between BDD size and QC for different benchmarks (Revkit sim-

ulator [41] is used). Notice that the X-axis represents the number of non-terminal nodes in

each BDD while the Y-axis represents the number of elementary quantum gates required to

implement each Boolean function represented by the given BDD.

Hence, we can reformulate the problem of reversible synthesis to have a

simpler objective function that relies on finding the best order of the input

variables π(X) of a given Boolean function f(X) that leads to the minimal

BDD size after applying the suitable reduction rules instead of computing the315
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cost ζ(G). The formulation of the new problem is given by Eq.(4) where the

order (permutation) of input variables of the BDD is represented by π and the

BDD size related to that permutation is given by ψ(π) after suitable reduction

rules are applied. Notice the constraint applied to the BDD size that is limited

by α|X| where α symbolizes a pre-defined constant. Fig. 4-a depicts a BDD320

whose order is represented by π(X) = (x1, x2, x3, . . . , xn) where ψ(π) = n.

minimize
π(X)

ψ(π(X))

subject to

ψ(π(X)) ≤ α ∗ |X|

τ ≤ τU

(4)

4. Proposed BDD Reordering Optimization Engine

According to the algorithm proposed in [30], each node in the BDD is

substituted with a cascade of Toffoli gates following a pre-defined lookup table.

The proper substitution for a node is mainly determined by its location and its325

successor nodes in the graph.

4.1. BDD-based Reversible Logic Synthesis Algorithm

Fig.6 depicts the basic BDD-based synthesis algorithm for reversible circuits.

The input for this algorithm is a Boolean function f and the output is a re-

versible circuit G that realizes function f using a cascade of Toffoli gates. The330

algorithm consists of the following phases:

1. Initial BDD Construction phase: The input function f is represented by

an initial BDD for which shared nodes and complemented edges reduction

rules are applied.

2. BDD Reordering Optimization Phase: This phase is the core of our work,335

wherein, the BDD reordering optimization engine manipulates the BDD

iteratively under the guidance of BDD size as an evaluation criterion. This

phase will be explained in details subsequently.
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Fig. 6: BDD-based Basic Reversible Circuit Synthesis Algorithm.

3. Mapping phase: Once a small-sized BDD is outputted from the previous

phase, it is traversed in Depth-First-Search (DFS) fashion so that each340

node in the BDD is substituted with the proper cascade of Toffoli gates

following the lookup table published in [30].

4.2. Proposed BDD-Reordering Optimization Engine

Our proposed BDD-reordering optimization engine exploits recent swarm

optimization algorithms and Genetic Algorithm (GA) supported with recent345

crossover/mutation operators. However, there are two key differences between

both approaches: (1) The swarm algorithms deal with real numbers while the

GA deals directly with the permutation as a solution representation. (2) The

GA applies crossover/mutation operators on the population and replaces the

worst solution in the population iteratively to preserve elitism, whereas, the350

swarm algorithm guides the next iteration in accordance with the phenomenon

it simulates. Because of those differences, we propose two versions of the opti-
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Fig. 7: BDD Size Swarm-based Optimization Engine.

mization engine: swarm-based, and GA-based.

Our proposed Swarm-based BDD reordering optimization engine is illus-

trated in Fig.7 below, where its input is a BDD and undergoes the following355

phases:

1. Generation phase: A vector V of real numbers within the interval [α, β] is

randomly generated.

2. Discretization phase: The generated vector V of real numbers and the

positions of those numbers in their ascending order are mapped to generate360

the order π of the BDD variables. That is, h : V → π where h represents

the mapping function.

3. Reduction phase: BDD reduction rules are applied in this phase (includes

shared nodes and complemented edges).
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Fig. 8: BDD Size GA-based Optimization Engine.
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4. Evaluation phase: After the reduction of the resultant BDD is done, it365

is evaluated in terms of its size in accordance with the observed linearity

between the BDD size and the QC. This size represents the cost of the vec-

tor V . If the stop conditions are satisfied, the reduced BDD is outputted.

Otherwise, the cost of the vector drives the used swarm optimization al-

gorithm to generate the next vector of real numbers.370

Fig.8 illustrates our proposed GA-based BDD-reordering optimization engine

which consists of the following phases:

1. Generation phase: An initial random population is generated where each

member in the population represents a permutation of the variables in the

BDD.375

2. Initialization phase: For each solution representation in the population,

the BDD is constructed and an initial reordering is applied using sifting

algorithm [23].

3. Core phase: In this phase, selection is applied to choose the solutions on

which crossover/mutation is applied. Thereafter, each pair of the selected380

solutions undergoes crossover followed by either another crossover or a

mutation. The choice of the second operation is done randomly. The

corresponding BDD for each offspring is then constructed, sifted, and

reduced using reduction rules. If the cost of this offspring (in terms of

its corresponding BDD size) is less than the worst cost in the population,385

the solution that results in the worst cost in the population is replaced

with the recently generated offspring.

4. Output phase: Once the maximum number of iterations has been reached,

the permutation that results in the least cost in the population is out-

putted. Notice that, the maximum number of iterations has been set to390

be multiples of the number of the variables in the BDD. This aims to avoid

being stuck into large number of iterations for small BDDs, whose proper

reordering is expected to be obtained in the first few iterations.
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4.3. Recent Swarm Optimization Algorithms

The nature is considered the first teacher to the human. It is the inspiring of395

a lot of ideas that let to important inventions. One of these lessons is to mimic

its creatures and their behaviors in their daily lives. One of these inspiration

fields is the ones that are related to algorithms development in computer science

fields. Several searching and optimization algorithms are named according to

their mimic for some related creatures.400

Cuckoo Search (CS) is considered one of the most interesting swarm algo-

rithms and their variations. The core of this algorithm is to mimic the Cuckoo

bird breeding behavior. A random selection of nests is executed by this algo-

rithm with the evaluation of the worst ones by objective function in order to

remove them from the population. To explore the search space, the algorithm405

uses levy’s walk alongside with local walks in order to explore the possible solu-

tions [42]. However, another algorithm works in a similar way to particle swarm

algorithm is called Firefly Algorithm (FFA). This algorithm assumes that the

less brighter fireflies are attracted to the brighter ones. The objective function in

this algorithm is the brightness property itself. A function of distance is dropped410

exponentially upon the seen of the brightness of one individual firefly [43]. An-

other promising swarm based algorithm is the Grey Wolf Optimization (GWO)

algorithm. In nature, the Grey Wolfs act in a very complex social and hunting

behaviors. The algorithm simulates the Grey Wolfs behavior in selecting the

best three leader wolfs and makes the others as followers (called omegas). In415

this context, the omegas always moves to the center of the leaders, so that the

leaders always surround omegas. Upon this nature of wolves, the algorithm

keeps searching for solutions near to the three main solutions represented by

the leaders. In other words, the exploitation part of the algorithm is conducted

by divergence of leaders (the current best solutions) to simulate the search for420

preys (other next better solutions) [44].

From the behavior of moths and how they move in spiral move around the

source of light (or fire flames) comes the Moth-Flame Optimization (MFO) al-

gorithm. In this algorithm, the flames are considered the best solution found
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and moths are considered the other problem solutions. In order to update the425

location of the solutions (the moths), the algorithm exploits the spiral move-

ment in order to move to the next found better solution [45].

Bat Algorithm (BAT), Slap Swarm Algorithm (SSA), Whale optimization

Algorithm (WOA), and Multiverse Optimization Algorithm )MVO) are all ex-

amples of interesting searching algorithms [46] [47] [48] [49]. Each of which430

mimics the nature of creatures where the algorithm takes the name from.

4.4. Genetic Algorithm

We formulated in Eq.(3) the problem of minimizing BDD size as finding the

best order (or permutation) of the variables that construct the BDD. There-

fore, the natural way to define chromosome is using permutation. First vari-435

ables are given an arbitrary order. Each variable is associated with a num-

ber from 0 to number of variables minus one. From this setting, the order

π0 = (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, ...n − 1) represents the original order of the variables. Any

other permutation means changing the order of the variables. For example

π1 = (4, 1, 2, 3, 0, ...n − 1) means swapping the first variable with the fifth one.440

In other words the fifth variable in the original order will be the root of the

BDD and the root is occupying the fifth level. Both crossover and mutation op-

erators help in increasing the exploration and exploitation of the search space in

the GA-based optimization. However, such operators that preserve the order of

some variables in their near-optimal locations during the optimization process,445

are expected to generate BDDs with low size.

4.4.1. Crossover Operators

Crossover operator might result in a newborn chromosome (permutation of

BDD variables) which is better than the parents during the evolution process.

The classical crossover GA operator that cuts one part of the chromosome then450

concatenates it with a part from the other parent chromosome will lead to cor-

rupted not viable offspring. The literature suggests some crossover operators

that preserve a permutation characteristics. That means all the numbers from
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0 to n − 1 present once and only once. In this paper, we have chosen four

crossover operators to be applied in BDD reordering optimization. This in-455

cludes: Partially Mapped Crossover (PMX), Ordered Crossover (OX), Cycle

Crossover (CX), and Alternating Crossover (AX) [50][51]. The choice for those

crossovers is justified by their ability to increase the exploration/exploitation

with relatively low destruction in the optimal order of some variables during

the optimization process.460

Ordered Crossover (OX): Given two permutations for the variables in a

BDD, two random cutting points are chosen in those permutations. Those

points will partition each permutation into left, middle, and right portions.

Each child is then constructed through copying the middle portion of its cor-

responding parent, while the left and right portions are placed in the child in465

the order in which they appear in the other parent [50]. Fig. 9 illustrates an

example of OX.

Fig. 9: Ordered crossover where πi, πj represent two parent permutations and oi, oj represent

their corresponding offsprings. Notice that the swash of consecutive variables between the cut

points remains the same for each offspring as its corresponding parent.

Cycle Crossover (CX): This crossover identifies a cycle between the two par-

ent permutations. The formed cycle starting from the first parent is used to fill470

the first offspring while the remaining portions are filled from the second parent

following their order in that permutation. Similarly, the cycle formed starting

from the second parent will be copied to the second offspring while the first par-

ent will be used to fill the missing portions [52]. Fig. 10 illustrates an example

of CX. Notice that the cycle formed starting with the parent permutation πi is475
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as follows: 1 → 5 → 2 → 4 → 7 → 1. All the parts of this cycle will be copied

from permutation πi to offspring oi in their original positions in πi.

Fig. 10: Cycle crossover where πi, πj represent two parent permutations and oi represents

the offspring resultant from a cycle starting with the first part of parent πi. Notice that the

dashed arrows represent how a cycle is constructed.

Partially-Mapped Crossover (PMX): This crossover defines two cut points

in the two parents. The portion of variable positions between the two cut points

will be swapped between both parents to simultaneously generate portions of480

the two offsprings. The remaining portions of the offsprings will be determined

using the created mapping relation between both parents [52]. Fig. 11 illus-

trates PMX example with the following mapping relations resultant from the

swapping process: 6↔ 3, 7↔ 4, 2↔ 5, 1↔ 6.

Fig. 11: Partially mapped crossover where πi, πj represent two parent permutations and oi, oj

represents the offsprings.

485

Alternating Crossover (AX): This crossover simply generates the offspring

by alternatively taking a variable position from each parent. That is, a posi-

tion is taken from one parent followed by a position taken from the other. If a

position has already been taken, then it will be ignored and the first not taken

position in the other parent is checked [51]. Fig. 12 illustrates an example of490
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AX.

Fig. 12: Alternating crossover where πi, πj represent two parent permutations and oi rep-

resents the offspring. Notice that this crossover just alternates between both permutations

when generating the offspring with skipping the already recorded positions.

4.4.2. Mutation Operator

The purpose of mutation is to increase the exploration of the GA. This

operator is applied to a single permutation to get a new similar one whose BDD

might have a smaller size. In this paper, three mutation operators are exploited495

as follows:

Inversion Mutation: This mutation is employed due its simplicity during

the optimization process. Inversion mutation chooses two random cut points.

The portions of the permutation between those cut points are simply reversed.

Fig. 13 illustrates inversion mutation.500

Fig. 13: Inversion mutation where πi represents a permutation and π′i represents the new

permutation after inversion.

Swap Mutation: In this mutation, two positions are selected randomly in

the chromosome representing a solution. Then, simply the selected positions

are swapped as illustrated in Fig. 14 [53].
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Fig. 14: Swap mutation where πi represents a permutation and π′i represents the new permu-

tation after swapping.

Shuffle Mutation: In this mutation, two cut points are chosen randomly in505

the chromosome representing a solution. Thereafter, the portion of the positions

bounded by those cut points are randomly shuffled [54]. Fig.15 illustrates an

example of this mutation.

Fig. 15: Shuffle mutation where πi represents a permutation and π′i represents the new per-

mutation after randomly shuffling the portion of positions bounded by the two cut points.

5. Experimental Tests

To understand the behavior of the algorithms, we compared several swarm510

algorithms using six benchmarks of different sizes and complexities side by side

with genetic algorithm. It is important to mention that the results we ob-

tained can not be directly compared with meta-heuristic based previous works

for several reasons; First, different works use different number of iterations and

population sizes. Second, different works use different stopping criteria. For515
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example, some algorithms use a fixed number of iterations while others keep the

progress until reaching a known minimum. Therefore, to have a fair compari-

son, we have implemented the commonly used algorithms in our own framework

and compared our approach to them on the public benchmarks. The classical

greedy reordering algorithm, namely sifting (which is implemented in the CUDD520

library) has been considered as a baseline for our comparison.

As mentioned before, several crossover/mutation combinations were experi-

mented alongside with swarm optimizers. The experiment was performed using

python implementation of optimization techniques. We also used python bind-

ing to CUDD library that is written in C. CUDD was used to build BDDs 1.525

To find the average case of the stochastic algorithms we repeated the same ex-

periments ten times. The following pairs of values represent a function name

and its corresponding number of variables where all benmarks are available in

RevLib website 2: (Urf3, 10), (Hwb6, 6), (41084, 14), (Ham15, 15), (Apex4, 19),

and (Seq, 41). Those functions have been used in our experiment. The maxi-530

mum number of iterations is 3 times the number of variables of the synthesized

function. Population size (swarm size) was fixed to 20 for all functions.

Table 1 shows the results of steady state GA using crossover and muta-

tions operators. Obviously the BDDs resultant from GA are around 11 times

smaller than those obtained from the classical sifting algorithm. Mutation oper-535

ators dominate the effect on the performance except with AX. The difference in

performance between mutation operators is greater than the difference of per-

formance between crossover operators. Figure 16 depicts the box-plot for the

“seq” benchmark for different operators. It clearly shows that swap operator

outperforms others in the terms of minimum, maximum, and average results.540

Second important observation is that the less changes in the chromosome (per-

mutation), the better the performance obtained by an operator. Swap performs

the best because it is a minimalist operator that only changes the order of two

1https://davidkebo.com/cudd
2http://www.revlib.org/
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Fig. 16: Boxplot of “seq” benchmark. The distribution of BDD size for different crossover/-

mutation operators.

variables. The results show that shuffle destroys part of the chromosome which

increments the degree of randomness in the algorithm.545

Even though Crossover operators affect the performance less than mutation

operators in this experiment they still have an effect. The same conclusion

can be observed. Cycle and order operators have a tendency to keep the same

variables order as the parents more than PMX. This observation can be seen

only with swap mutation. The operator that is less destructive seems to be AX550

even when used with shuffle mutation it still shows excellence. AX preserves the

level of each variable as it appears in one of its parents. Although the relative

order of variables affects how the BDD will be reduced also the level of the

variable in the graph is very influential on the size of the graph.

As shown in Table 2 and Fig.17, it is obvious that MFO, SSA, WOA and555

PSO exhibited similar convergence speed. The differences between the four al-

gorithms are minor. They all converge to almost the same solution, although
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Table 1: GA performance with different operators in terms of average BDD size

Crossover Mutation urf3 hwb6 410184 ham15 apex4 seq sum

Sifting 1212.8 77.5 270.3 108.4 1036.0 14247.0 16952.0

Without reordering 21158.0 571.0 5250.0 17283.0 12527.0 142291.0 199080.0

AX swap 172.4 26.2 38.7 23.0 48.3 1220.6 1529.2

order Swap 176.7 26.1 39.0 23.0 48.1 1219.6 1532.5

AX shuffle 174.0 26.1 40.9 23.0 48.2 1220.8 1533.0

cycle Swap 176.3 26.2 38.8 23.0 48.4 1220.3 1533.0

PMX Swap 176.7 26.0 39.8 23.0 48.0 1220.6 1534.1

order Invert 177.5 26.1 40.6 23.0 47.6 1221.2 1536.0

PMX Invert 176.9 26.4 39.5 23.0 47.9 1222.4 1536.1

AX invert 174.7 26.2 41.7 23.0 48.9 1221.6 1536.1

cycle Invert 177.4 26.2 39.4 23.0 48.9 1222.2 1537.1

order Shuffle 177.4 26.1 40.8 23.0 48.4 1222.6 1538.3

PMX Shuffle 177.3 26.2 41.9 23.0 48.1 1222.2 1538.7

Cycle Shuffle 177.7 26.1 42.7 23.0 48.6 1220.9 1539.0

Table 2: Algorithms performance in terms of average BDD size

Algorithm urf3 hwb6 0410184 ham15 apex4 seq Sum

sifting 1212.8 77.5 270.3 108.4 1036.0 14247.0 16952.0

no reordering 21158.0 571.0 5250.0 17283.0 12527.0 142291.0 199080.0

MFO 178 .1 26.0 36.0 23.0 47.7 1223.6 1534.4

SSA 178 .3 26.0 36.4 23.0 47.7 1223.2 1534.6

WOA 179 .1 26 .2 36.0 23.0 49.1 1227.9 1541.3

PSO 178.6 26.3 37.3 23.0 48.3 1223.6 1537.1

CS 178.3 26.0 45.9 23.0 48.5 1223.6 1545.3

GWO 178.3 26.3 45.5 23.0 48.9 1222.8 1544.8

MVO 179.3 26.2 47.3 23.0 48.4 1222.0 1546.2

FFA 178.8 26.3 50.1 23.0 50.3 1222.3 1550.8

BAT 181.1 26.4 61.2 23.0 51.8 1238.0 1581.5
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Fig. 17: Convergence Curves for function 0410184 where the X-axis represents iteration# and

Y-axis represents the BDD size.
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MFO is the fastest and gives the best solution. MFO and WOA include ex-

plicit spiral movement while MFO, SSA and WOA include adaptive parameters

that are inspired by SA. The parameters control exploration and exploitation560

throughout the course of search process.The achieved reduction by using MFO

over the classical CUDD sifting algorithm is about 11 times smaller in the re-

sultant BDD size as shown in Table 2.

However GA with AX and swap operators outperform all other experimented

optimization techniques. This result differs from results in the literature that565

usually uses PMX operator. For example Stojkovic [51] concluded that mixing

PMX with mutation gives best results within the number of iterations and the

benchmark functions they used in terms of BDD size (that ranges between 4

and 25). However, the main difference between this work and Stojkovic’s work

is that we use sifting as local search combined with GA while the work published570

in [51] does not use any local search.

MFO outperforms all other variations of GA. Comparing PSO and GA vari-

ations side by side we can conclude that they are almost the same. Some of GA

variations outperform some PSO variations and vice versa. Therefore the main

observation is that GA and PSO are comparable. The difference comes from575

how the algorithm makes the changes to the solutions.

Our experiments consideration in this work goes to the BDD size mainly

because of the 1-1 mapping inherent between the BDD nodes and their corre-

sponding reversible circuits. If another mapping scheme is applied, the synthesis

time is expected to be dramatically affected. This has been considered in our580

work published in [55] and [56]. Another metric to be considered is the T-depth

of the resultant circuitry. However, this metric is considered in a special set

of quantum circuits. Therefore, the BDD size is the metric considered in the

comparison conducted in this work.
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6. Conclusion and Future Works585

In this work we presented swarm based and GA based frameworks to opti-

mize BDD size in order to minimize the cost for reversible circuits. We have

compared nine swarm algorithms and six different GA operators to be used in

the frameworks. Swarm algorithms are PSO, CS, MFO, SSA, WOA, GWA,

FFA, BAT, MVO. GA operators are PMX, CX, AX, OX, swap, shuffle and590

invert. Experimental results have shown that GA, MFO, SSA, WOA and PSO

are potential algorithms to solve this particular problem. GA using a mix of

AX and swap operators showed the best performance and fastest convergence

behavior. However MFO still can be considered as competitive.

The practical relevance of the obtained results is tangible. To synthe-⇐ 2-2595

size a reversible circuit for an input Boolean function, the proposed

BDD-based synthesis under the guidance of either GA or MFO-swarm

optimizer is recommended to be used. GA-based optimizer reinforced

with AX and swap operators guarantees outputting reliable reversible

circuits with low cost in terms of either the QC or the number of600

reversible gates composing those circuits. Furthermore, for other

applications, wherein BDD is exploited for reliability analysis, the

proposed methodology assures reducing the companion BDD size for

such applications, and thus, speeding up the reliability estimation.

Although smaller BDD size often results into less quantum cost, this might605

not be always the case. Therefore, one of the possible future works is to include

the mapping phase of the synthesis algorithm into the optimization per se with

setting minimizing the number of control lines as the objective function. An-

other potential extension of this work is to apply the proposed approach with

recent meta-heuristic based algorithms on Quantum Multiple-Valued Decision610

Diagram (QMDD) for Multi-Valued Logic (MVL) to support the existing sifting

algorithm with smart exploration of the search space to reduce the total cost of

the synthesized MVL circuits.
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